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Instruction Manual for tellows Scorelist Import 

 
Please read the relevant steps of the manual carefully! 

 

With the tellows score lists you can immediately recognise all dubious telephone numbers or 

unwanted advertising calls as such. By importing the phone numbers that are considered 

dubious, the FritzBox detects unwanted callers known to the tellows Community as soon as they 

ring. You have the choice whether you want to show incoming calls on the display, silence them 

or block them! The tellows Score helps you to assess the seriousness. The higher the score, the 

more dangerous the number was rated by the community. 

 

 
 

tellows offers the largest community on phone numbers with over 40,000 records and 2 million 

visitors per month. The score lists contain selected, active numbers that have been reported to 

tellows. Every day, tellows receives hundreds of ratings which are taken into account for the score 

list. An up-to-date score list offers the best possible spam protection. 

 

Integration Overview 

 

Step 1: Scorelist Purchase 

Step 2: Download the Access Data 

Step 3: Integration into the FritzBox 

3.1 Automated via CardDAV Server  

3.2 Manual Download and Import 

Step 4: Setting up call blocking 
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Step 1: Scorelist Purchase 

 
You can find the current Scorelists for sale in the tellows Shop at 

https://shop.tellows.de/en/scorelist-fritzbox-new.html 

 

 

Step 2: Download the Access Data 

 

After the successful receipt of payment for your order, you can directly access the scorelists. To 

do so, you have to log in to your shop account and download the access data for the scorelist via 

your download area in the tellows shop (My account  My downloadable products). 

 

 
 

 

Then click on the link of your purchased item. A PDF file with your access data for the scoreists 

will be downloaded. There you will see the download links for Score 7 and Score 8-9. Save the 

PDF file to be able to use this file in the future to download the current lists (each download 

generates a current list). 

https://shop.tellows.de/en/scorelist-fritzbox-new.html
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Step 3.1: Integration into the FritzBox - Automated via CardDAV Server 

 
If you are using a version older than FritzOS 7.2, which does not support the CardDAV Server, 

follow the instructions for manual integration. 

 

Starting with FritzOS 7.2 or the laboratory version of FritzOS, it is possible to link an online phone 

book in the FritzBox. tellows provides a CardDAV server for this purpose. This integration offers 

the advantages of a very simple integration of tellows scores and automatic updates. Thus, 

manual download of the lists is no longer necessary. 

 

Open the user interface of your FritzBox and select the menu item “Telephony”. Open the 

submenu "Telephone Book" and click on "New Telephone Book". 

 

 
 
Enter a name for the new phone book. Now select "Use the telephone book of an email account" 

and click on "CardDAV-Anbieter". 
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Then enter the required data. To do this, select the following server address that is relevant for 

your created phone book. We recommend to create two phone books with score 7 and score 8-9. 

Some FritzBoxes do not support the large number of entries from the scorelist 7-9. 

 

Server addresses 

 

Score 7 (700 entries): 

https://dav.tellows.co.uk/score/7/ 

 

Score 8 und 9 (700 entries): 

https://dav.tellows.co.uk/score/8-9/ 

 

Score 7-9 (1400 entries – not supported with all devices): 

https://dav.tellows.co.uk/score/7-9/ 

 

If you have bought the scorelist license for another country, please replace the .co.uk of the server 

URL accordingly: 

 

Austria: .at   Switzerland: .ch  Germany: .de   Italy: .it 

 

Username 

 

Use "tellowsfritz" as your user name. 

 

Password 

 

Here you enter your API key (10 digits) from the download PDF-file of your shop account. 

 

 

https://dav.tellows.co.uk/score/7-9/
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After saving, the phone book will be created. This process may take a few minutes. The data will 

be linked to the FritzBox by the tellows server. 

 

The phone book is automatically updated once a day (usually at night). More information about 

updating can be found here: 

https://service.avm.de/help/en/FRITZ-Box-Fon-WLAN-7490/019/hilfe_howto_telefonbuch_sync 

 

Troubleshooting 

 

If you encounter an error message after integrating the new phone book, please remove the 

phone book completely and create a new phone book. Unfortunately, it can happen that an error 

appears on the first attempt. 

 

Please make sure that there is a slash at the end of the server address. If a character is missing, no 

connection to the server is possible. Phone books that have been created once and were changed 

later, may not be saved correctly with the new changes. If a mistake occurred during the first 

creation of the phone book, your corrections are very likely not considered. For this reason, the 

phone book should be created new. When creating the phone book again, we recommend 

restarting the Fritzbox beforehand and ensuring that the old phone books with errors are deleted. 

 

When integrating a phone book that existed before, you should give the phone book a different 

name. It can happen that the Fritzbox loads the old data import from the memory when the 

phone book is created once again with the same name. 

 

We do not recommend making manual changes to the phone book, as the changes may be 

overwritten during the next update. To remove or manually add entries, follow the instructions in 

the following personalization step. 

 

 

 

 

https://service.avm.de/help/en/FRITZ-Box-Fon-WLAN-7490/019/hilfe_howto_telefonbuch_sync
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Personalization of the Scorelists 

With the CardDAV server you can also personalize the scorelists and automatically your own 

rated negative numbers on tellows to your scorelist. To do so, you have to use the same e-mail 

address in the tellows shop for the purchase of the scorelists and for your account on the tellows 

website (only Open-ID possible). 

The personal scorelist contains all numbers that you have rated negatively and additionally the 

numbers that are rated as dubious by the community. Phone numbers that you rate with a score 

less than 7 will be added to the whitelist and will not be included in the scorelist, even if the 

community rating of the phone number has a negative score. Your own ratings have a higher 

priority than the community ratings. 

Negatively rated numbers are updated and added to the personal scorelist after about 15 

minutes on the server. The next time the online phone book is updated, the rated numbers will 

also be in the phone book of the FritzBox. 

More information about registration and personalization can be found here. 

 

If you want to block the phone numbers from the phone book, follow the instructions in step 4.  

https://shop.tellows.de/en/
https://www.tellows.co.uk/
https://www.tellows.co.uk/
https://www.tellows.co.uk/c/about-tellows-uk/registration/
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Step 3.2: Integration into the FritzBox – Manual Download and Import 

 
If you have already performed automated integration via the CardDAV server, you can skip this 

step and set up call blocking with step 4. 

 

Download of the Scorelists 

 
The links to Scorelist 7 and Scorelist 8-9 can be found in the PDF-file of your access data. If you 

click on this the download of the scorelists will be executed. The most recent scorelist is then 

automatically generated and downloaded. 

 
Please note: Some browsers may include a warning when clicking on links.  

→ The tellows Scorelists will never harm your computer in any way. You can download the files 

despite the warning. 

 

Personalized Lists (Optional) 

The scorelists can be linked to your tellows user account. Negative rated numbers immediately 

are added to your personal blacklist. It's important that you login to the website or link the app 

with your tellows account. Your personal blacklist contains all the numbers you've rated 

negatively (regardless of the ratings of other users) and, of course, all the other phone numbers 

rated on tellows. More information on the personal blacklist and registration can be found here: 

 

https://www.tellows.de/c/about-tellows-uk/member-area/ 

 

Import into the Fritzbox 

 

Open the web interface of your FritzBox and select the menu point „Telephony“: 

 

Open the submenu „Telephone Book“ and click on „New Telephone Book“: 

 

 

https://www.tellows.de/c/about-tellows-uk/member-area/
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Create a new telephone book by clicking the button „Create as new“. Name the telephone book  

„tellows Score 7“ and remove the tick at „copy existing telephone book“. Click „OK“ afterwards. 

 

 

 
 

 

Now, click on „Restore“. 
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Click „Choose File” to load the previously downloaded tellows Scorelist 7 from your computer 

onto the FritzBox. When you selected the correct file, click on „Restore Telephone Book“. 

 

 

 
 

 

The tellows Scorelist with all numbers of the score 7 are now imported onto your FritzBox. This 

might take few moments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Repeat Step 3 with the „tellows Scorelist 8 and 9“ – do not forget to name the new telephone 

book „Tellows Score 8-9“. 
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We recommend you update the tellows scorelists at least once a month. To do so, please 

download the lists again from your PDF-file or log in at shop.tellows.de to retrieve your download 

file again.  
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Step 4: Setting up call blocking 

 

Access your FritzBox and open the "Telephony" "Call handling" menu. Create a new blocking rule 

by clicking on "New rule". 

 

 

 

Set the call type to "incoming calls" and select in the "Telephone Book" number range.  

 

 

 

For the Telephone Book you choose the previously created phone book with score 7.  

Then click on "OK" to complete the process. 
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Call blocking has now been set up for the telephone book with the scorelists of score 7. 

 

 

 

Repeat the process with score list 8-9 and both lists will be displayed in the call handling 

overview. Calls from numbers in these two lists are now no longer put through. 

 

Caution: If you import the scorelists manually, you must set up call barring again when you 

import the scorelists again. 


